Eastern Road Frontage

Design Concept:
- Inspiration from natural forms: wave motif
- Unify the entire road frontage facade at street level
- Link interior of building with streetscape

Design Aims:
- Create an civic space that matches the aspirations of the BHCC planners, the Trust and the prestige of the building
- Form design links with the city’s urban landscape
- Create a distinction between movement along the Eastern Rd. pavement and spaces relating to the entrance and activities leading from the building
- Compliment the appearance of the building and paving with planting and trees

Users:
- Public (extends to include the Eastern Road pavement) visitors, patients, staff

Design Constraints:
- Maintenance Access; MEWPs and Pole-fed systems
- Reconciling the differences in level between the street and building level
- Integration of set down bays, road crossings and bus stops into the design
- Integration of anti ram-raid devices into the design

LEGEND
1. Main Entrance
2. Stage 2 (incl. Sussex Cancer Centre Entrance)
3. Set Down Lay-by for taxis, patients, PTS
4. Car Park Access Road
5. Covered Cycle Parking
6. Cafe Seating
7. Temporary Set Down Lay-By During Construction of Stage 2
8. Raised planting beds
9. Steps down to entrance
10. Windbreak Planting